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We need to abscond from our perception of realism. What is realism?
Is all you see reality or a visual perception? This world is a physical domain
but is the actual reality of a quantum essence encased in your mind and
your thoughts? The scenario illustrates the coexistence of several realms
intermixing at the same moment of existence. Being simultaneous, in
analogy the vibration or frequency level equals the distance of a light year.
That is why contact between the different realms is problematic to the
average physical human brain. The natural mind misconstrues
communication in trying to interpret the mental quantum signals. The
physical world explains these moments as supernatural or paranormal.
Every human being is capable of receiving and transmitting between the
two worlds. Unfortunately, as we are all individuals, so are our senses.
The quantum essence is within everyone.
The quantum that is you not so very far away but very difficult to
understand. On this plane of existence, transmission or connection is not
only by voice but also by emotion and feelings. Hence, the various
temporary alerts that come to your mind are misunderstood and forgotten.
The phone randomly rings, and you know who it is. You have a strange
feeling that you have been in a specific location before: you ‘feel’
something before it happens. We all have these moments that are
irrational. Of course, if you have a vivid imagination, your mind can also
conjure up all kind of events. However, there is a difference. The moments
of real communication will arrive without any thought or warning on your
behalf. One such time would be early morning as your mind starts to
awaken. Here, the brain is in a natural trance state opening up the
quantum reality.

The trance condition is a severe daydream or daze of the mind
opening up a conduit to the astral and other domains. A dialogue between
the two worlds is possible but difficult to sustain as your conscious mind
clears the trance. Besides, it is easier to ‘hear’ than it is to send your voice
or thoughts. Most used is the self-hypnotic state to induce a form of trance
easily revoked due to its delicate fabrication. Another way to use your
quantum mind is to gaze at a black surface with relaxed eyes. The brain is
extraordinary and able to send a visual backdrop sometimes in astounding
colour.
The future is within your reach.
Revelations of the future can enter your mind without warning.
Someone close to you in the quantum world is trying to send a message.
Not only is the news important but also its origination. It can happen so
fast that the physical brain releases it immediately debasing the memory
thread. You awake in the night in reaction to a visual incident and then fall
back to sleep. The spectacle forgot by the morning as you rise from your
bed with a faded memory of the visual encounter. Any future event is
shown to you in many ways. A direct ‘feeling’ or emotion of an event where
a telepathic visualisation is received, and you can feel its purpose and
vividly know the meaning. An indirect ‘feeling’ usually has a humorous
connotation that is easier to remember. There are no timescales to follow
it is best to record the ‘event’ or dream on a sheet of paper and file it.
Scanning your files each month and comparing them to news items can
show surprising results. This is not the time to show off to other people
how clairvoyant you are. It is a simple message to you confirming the
existence of higher life forms.
Some of the more vivid future events received are via an intermediary
straight from the Akashic records. This type of development can be
stunning in application allowing you to feel and witness the event. This
future register reaches into infinity. Many loops and pathways coexisting
together through the layers of time. The analogy is of a never-ending
newsreel conceived from many different viewpoints and angles. It
stretches out from the past into perpetuity revealing many different paths
and future outcomes. Only past and present records stay fixed and stable
all the many future occurrences have a random possibility. A stream of
events can lead from probable to possible to actual. In the past, Hitler
gains power and with one huge turning point changes the law, a move that
creates his destiny to possible. Today the European common market is
waiting for that charismatic leader to emerge transforming today’s
probabilities into possibilities and then the quick jump to actuality.

Your destiny is sometimes in the hands of others.
Say you board an aircraft to fly to a business or holiday
destination. Immediately, your destiny for that flight is in the hands of
two pilots. The decisions they make or do not make affect your future
outcome. They are well trained and disciplined in their work, but
unexpected elements not accounted for can take your and many more
lives. The human part is one of chaotic consequence. Something
happens that is beyond their training causing confusion and fatal errors.
On the positive side, a strike by two birds stopping both engines in
midair turns an airliner into a glider. The captain is a keen glider pilot
and lands on the river without loss of life.
An aircraft or ship develops a mechanical or electronic fault, and
the service engineers do not find it. Several probabilities come into
being. If the error is not detected or is found and corrected for the next
trip, then possibilities emerge. The next journey can turn into an
actuality that will or will not happen. So that trip can have two outcomes
that could affect 200 to 500 or more people. This then extends into 200
to 500 possibilities – you might get on the craft or you might not.
It is more than possible that the quantum realms will contact you
to be aware and keep an open mind. If something surprising and
unusual happens, it is for you and you alone. The feeling then is, you
want to tell every one of your experience. Do not, until a later date.
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